
Appendix
We provide more details about datasets, optimization im-

plementation, discussion of other methods, and naturalness
evaluation in the appendix.

1. Datasets
We use ‘MPH112’, ‘MPH11’, ‘MPH8’, ‘N0Sofa’,

‘N3Library’, ‘N3Office’, ‘BasementSittingBooth’ and
‘Werkraum’ in PROX[3] as training scenes and we
use ‘MPH16’, ‘MPH1Library’, ‘N0SittingBooth’,
‘N3OpenArea’ in PROX[3] and the family room, liv-
ing room and bedroom of ‘17DRP5sb8fy’ in MP3D[2]
dataset as testing scenes.

For the training data of sub-goal body synthesis network,
we down-sample the original motion sequences and use the
static body every 0.33 seconds. For the training data of mo-
tion synthesis networks, we first sample the start and end
bodies which has a duration of 2 seconds and the Euclidean
distance between them is larger than 0.5 meters. We use
the motion in between these start/end pairs as our motion
training data.

2. Implementation details
To better balance the environmental constraints and plau-

sibility of motion, we perform our optimization in two
stages. In the first stage, we enhance the optimization
for environment constrains and motion smoothness and set
λfoot = 0, λcol = 1, λcont = 1 and λsmooth = 0.25.
In the second stage, we want to improve the motion plau-
sibility and set λfoot = 1, λcol = 1, λcont = 1 and
λsmooth = 0.25.

3. Discussion of other methods
We also try to create a baseline inspired by CVAE inter-

polation for motion synthesis. Since our setting is to give
the start and end bodies to generate motion in between, we
first perform gradient descent with Adam [5] to fit two la-
tent z of the start and end bodies. After we get the latent z of
the start/end, we can use interpolation to get the sequence
in between. However, this method may only be applied to a
few cases. For motion with a certain distance, this method
is more like average interpolation rather than following the
law of human motion. As shown in Fig. 1, CVAE interpo-
lation can not generate a complete human motion.

Another related work is [1], which uses past 1 second
motion to predict future 2 seconds motion using skeleton
and rgb images to represent human and scenes. Their mo-
tion is in 10fps and ours is 30fps. Their paper’s w/ gt des-
tination setting is the most similar to ours. They report the
path error and MPJPE [4] error in PROX [3] which can be
compared to us. Their path error is from 19.3 to 23.7, and

Figure 1: Two examples of CVAE interpolation results. Left ex-
ample shows that if the start and end bodies we give are without
legs walking motion, the result of interpolation is more like stand-
ing but being pushed forward. The right example shows that if
there is legs changing motion but with a certain distance, no mat-
ter how far the motion is, the interpolation result will finish this in
one step, thus the whole motion is full of foot skating.

the average of ours is 8.06. For MPJPE in millimeters, ours
is 219.1 while their method is 237. Considering their weak-
ness in generating dense motion sequence, large require-
ments of past sequence and different representation setting,
we do not compare the other aspects.

4. Naturalness evaluation

We provide more details about modified contact score,
human evaluation and show more qualitative results in this
section.

Modified contact score. Since our task is a motion syn-
thesis task, we set a threshold of 0.01 of the signed distance
value and if it is smaller than 0.01, we take it as contact,
unlike 0 in [7].

Human evaluation details. Different from [6] giving
two examples once and asking user to compare which is
better and [7] giving just one example to score from 1 to 5,
we give 4 examples (two baselines, ours and pseudo-ground
truth) once with the same start, end, sub-goal body inputs
and ask users to score from 1 (strongly not natural) to 5
(strongly natural) each. The advantage of this is we can
ensure that for the same motion, people who scored are the
same, which is fairer for the comparison. Each task will be
scored by 3 users and we calculate the average score.

More qualitative results. We provide more qualitative
results of our generated sub-goal (start/end) bodies and gen-
erated motion in between in different scenes in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. It can be seen that our method can synthesize dif-
ferent kinds of challenging long-term motion such as walk-
ing, sitting down, jumping on the bed and lying down in
different scenes. Furthermore, we provide examples of ran-
domly sampled body shape β in Fig. 4 and also examples
of randomly sampled latent variables for sub-goal bodies in
Fig. 5. It can be seen that our method can synthesize diversi-
fied motion with different body shape and different motion
style.
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Figure 2: Our results. We show the generated sub-goal bodies and motion between in sub-goal bodies.
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Figure 3: Our results. We show the generated sub-goal bodies and motion between in sub-goal bodies.
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Figure 4: Four examples of diversified motion with different body shape β.

Figure 5: Four examples of diversified motion with different latent z for sub-goal body.
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